Offender Criteria for Consideration for a Victim Wrap-Around Safety Planning Services

Note: While some level of risk is present at the time of release between all offenders and their current/former victims; due to the nature of relationship that exists between domestic violence, stalking and some sexual assault offenders, special considerations need to be made when certain risk markers are present. For a case to be considered for wrap-around services, at least one factor from two of the three offender related topics must be present.

Offender Status
- offender meets ISR or discretionary ISR criteria; or
- meets Predatory Offender criteria; or
- is referred by facility staff or supervision agent for consideration

Offender History
- offender has a history of physically/sexually assaultive behavior; or
- has documented history of threats to harm; or
- has violated either court issued no-contact order or MN DOC issued no-contact directive

Current Offender Behavior
- offender has articulated* intent to contact, locate or harm victim(s) and/or children of the victim(s); or
- has demonstrated such behavior during previous supervised release attempts; or
- has articulated extreme anger toward victim(s)

*Intent may be articulated to and reported by; other offender, MCF staff, supervision agent, victim(s), family or friends of the offender or victim(s), other persons having interaction with offender.

**If an offender meets criteria, an attempt will be made to contact victim(s) to inquire about their identified safety concerns related to the offender’s upcoming release and wrap-around safety planning process will be explained.

***If victim(s) indicates interest in participating in wrap-around services, the Domestic Violence Response Initiative Coordinator will contact assigned supervision agent to begin planning for session.

****If victim is not interested in pursuing wrap-around services, general safety planning information and supervision agent name and contact information will be provided.